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	From identifying your needs to exploring your options -- make the right career move

	

	Changing careers by choice or due to circumstances beyond your control? Have no fear -- this hands-on guide focuses on helping you find a new job, start a business, or return to school in a detailed, step-by-step manner. With concise, eye-opening self-assessments, you'll understand how to assess your current situation, explore various career ideas, and identify ways to utilize your talents and skills in jobs that suit your lifestyle. You'll see how to build a career that lets you express who you are, fulfill your needs and desires, and live the life you want!

	

	Discover

	* Detailed, to-the-point explanations on outlining your action plan

	* The inside scoop on transforming your passions into career options

	* A wealth of tips, tricks, and warnings

	* How to blend your ideal career with the realities of your life
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How to Cheat at Configuring VmWare ESX ServerSyngress Publishing, 2007
This book will detail the default and custom installation of VMwares ESX server as well as basic and advanced virtual machine configurations.  It will then walk the reader through post installation configurations including installation and configuration of VirtualCenter. From here, readers will learn to efficiently create and deploy virtual machine...
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Web Services : Theory and PracticeDigital Press, 2004
Web Services describes a pivotal application enabling technology that  takes reusable object technology to new heights and then marries it with the  Web. Web services impact everything to do with applications—including  applications that enterprises already own. However, there is a preponderance of  confusion and misunderstanding...
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Network and System Security, Second EditionSyngress Publishing, 2014

	Network and System Security provides focused coverage of network and system security technologies. It explores practical solutions to a wide range of network and systems security issues. Chapters are authored by leading experts in the field and address the immediate and long-term challenges in the authors’ respective areas of...
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TCP/IP Sockets in Java, Second Edition: Practical Guide for Programmers (The Practical Guides)Morgan Kaufmann, 2008
Most Internet applications use sockets to implement network communication protocols. TCP/IP Sockets in Java: Practical Guide for Programmers, with its focused, tutorial-based coverage, helps you master the tasks and techniques essential to virtually all client-server projects using sockets in Java. Later chapters teach you to implement...
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Genetic Damage in Human Spermatozoa (Advances in Experimental Medicine and Biology)Springer, 2013

	There are several types of damage that can be found in the male gamete. Genetic damage in spermatozoa can originate during spermatogenesis, or it can originate during transit in both male and female genital tracts. Damage can also be due to ageing, environmental or iatrogenic conditions, as well as to the protocols to cryopreserve and to...
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Organic Chemistry DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2006
Take the unCONQUERability out of ORGANIC CHEMISTRY!
 Now anyone can master organic chemistry -- without tears, unlimited time, or a Ph.D.  In Organic Chemistry Demystified, organic chemist and experienced teacher Daniel Bloch provides an effective and painless way to learn or review organic chemistry, from the chemical...
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